Roles of secondary metabolites from microbes.
The common feature of the seemingly diverse array of biological activities exhibited by microbial secondary metabolites is their survival value for the producing organism. The propensity to form these compounds is unevenly distributed in microbial taxa and seems more closely associated with existence in a competitive environment than with phylogeny. The characteristic multibranched elaboration of secondary biosynthetic pathways and the marked species specificity of the end products are consistent with their evolution by an 'inventive' mechanism. The species specificity suggests that distinctive terminal reactions may be of recent origin. However, comparisons of the nucleotide sequence of genes involved in the biosynthesis of phenazine and polyketide metabolites with related genes of primary pathways indicate that the secondary pathways have not evolved exclusively within the organisms in which they are now found. Sequence similarities with related primary pathway genes in phylogenetically distant organisms suggest that gene transfer has played an important part in the evolution of secondary metabolism. The diversity of products may reflect the many roles for which secondary metabolites have been selected after the genes for their biosynthesis have transferred to organisms with different physiologies and different environment challenges.